
If You Want to Playboy jobs and Gigolo services
in Mumbai | Gigolo club | 8868894130

Address Nahava House, Maharishi Karve Road, Marine Lines, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400020

Contact Person playboyinmumbai

Mobile Number 8868894130

Email playboyinmumbai5390@gmail.com

""" +91 8868894130 decision any time while not hesitation. If you relay need earn extra cash, decision while
not waiting,
Only impoverished and dedicated boys can decision.
We provide playboys to position female clients, urgently needed gigolos ( call boys ) playboy, for our status
female & male clients in india
all cities, you'll be able to earn 10,000 to 15,000 required day, and during a night, massage home service
also are available for boy, only interested boys decision currently.

For any inquiry and facilitate decision, SMS, WhatsApp at 8868894130 9am to 12pm

****PLAY BOY SERVICE ****

if you're trying to find financial gain opportunity with relationship, Love, Enjoyment & Fun Intimate Relation
with Broadminded Males Females & Couples.
then STOP looking out currently. be part of we've got nearly 50,000 members from everywhere india. we've
got members within the UAE, Australia, UK,
Canada, USA also. Our SPECIAL SERVICE is offered altogether cities in india. we are able to certainly
fulfill your dream & need.
it is a Club for under Broadminded Males, Females, Couples, WHO are seriously interested in
Broadminded Relationship.
we have a tendency to assured you 100% satisfaction.
All of our members ar well educated and belongs to a decent & high category. they are available here only
for fun & enjoyment

**** pressing needed For Male and Female ****



Playboy service mumbai, Playboy jobs, Playboy in mumbai, Gigolo club, Mumbai gigolo club,
Playboyinmumbai, Gigolo in mumbai, gigolo club jobs,
Gigolo jobs in mumbai, gigolo service in mumbai, Male escort in mumbai, Call boy service in mumbai,
gigolo club service, Call Girl in mumbai,
Call boy jobs in mumbai, Male escort jobs in mumbai, playboy jobs in delhi, delhi playboy service
This could be your chance to enter the continuously interesting so, everywhere india

****ABOUT man-about-town Gigolo ****
you've got to satisfy girls with pleasance. you want to love the thought of satisfying girls for cash.
gigolo job isn't a regular job. it's simply furtherordinarily|a very|an awfully} exciting chance to urge extra
financial gain for
fulfilling the wants of female clients so satisfying them. If you've got enough time up to now girls.
and if you prefer the thought of satisfying girls for cash. then you're the proper man to become a libertine.

We will offer you position Female's Contacts with images.
(if available) monthly with whom you'll be able to pay some hot & quality time.
You can get pleasure from pleasure them and you'll be able to earn some cash ( to ) by giving them
pleasure.
you'll be able to earn up to one hundred thousand rupees to 200000 rupees in a very month. It's out there
only in railway & A1 cities).

****TERM AND ****

1. REGISTRATION IS 
2. NO FREE 
3. REGISTRATION IS FEES REFUNDABLE. once you EVER QUIT 
4. we offer a pair of,3 clients IN 
5. operating TIMINGS DEPENDS ON clients we have a tendency to additionally strive according to YOU
6. we have a tendency to do THIS MALE ESCORT SERVICE IN SINCE 2001. we offer YOU SERVICE IN
3,4,5 STAR HOTELS.
if you're interested then send your details:- at

1) name
2) age
3) city, location
4) 2,3 clear photos
5) Id
Beware of faux club
ONLY SERIOUS AND real individuals CONTACT FOR WORK
*For any inquiry and facilitate call, SMS, WhatsApp at 8868894130 9 am to 12 pm



Contact Us
Amit Sharma
Mobile No - +91 8868894130 ""
Email:- playboyinmumbai5390@
Website:-

"

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/if-you-want-to-playboy-jobs-and-gigolo-
services-in-mumbai-gigolo-club-8868894130-mumbai-355856
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